End Times New Light Description

Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Reference Description

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

"Interwoven with prophecies which they had regarded as applying to the time The Great
of the second advent was instruction specially adapted to their state of
Controversy,
God Has
Secrets, Bible uncertainty and suspense, and encouraging them to wait patiently in the faith Page 392
Code Basics that what was now dark to their understanding would in due time be made
plain. Among these prophecies was that of Habakkuk 2:1-4..."

The new light is
woven into the
surface text like a
lattice.

"Search the scriptures; for in them ye think ye have eternal life: and they are John 5:39
Predicting the they which testify of me."
Light

New light is found
by a search of the
text of the holy
Bible.

Agree

New light will be
revealed after the
surface text of the
Bible is written out
in a table, with each
letter occupying
one equally sized
cell.

Agree

"And to speak with contempt of those whom God has sent with a message of Counsels on
God will send those
Predicting the
truth, is folly and madness…."
Sabbath School who will give His
Light
Work, page 32 new light.

Agree

"And the Lord answered me, and said, 'Write the vision, and make it plain
Habakkuk 2:2-4
upon tables, that he may run that readeth it. For the vision is yet for an
appointed time, but at the end it shall speak, and not lie: though it tarry, wait
Bible Code for it; because it will surely come, it will not tarry.' Behold, his soul which is
Predicted, Bible lifted up is not upright in him: but the just shall live by his faith."
Code Basics

DBell

Agree
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End Times New Light Description
Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Reference Description

"The end is near! We have not a moment to lose! Light is to shine forth from
God's people in clear, distinct rays, bringing Jesus before the churches and
before the world. Our work is not to be restricted to those who already know
the truth; our field is the world. The instrumentalities to be used are those
souls who gladly receive the light of truth which God communicates to them.
These are God's agencies for communicating the knowledge of truth to the
Predicting the world. If through the grace of Christ his people will become new bottles, he
Light
will fill them with the new wine. God will give additional light, and old truths
will be recovered, and replaced in the frame-work of truth; and wherever the
laborers go, they will triumph. As Christ's ambassadors, they are to search
the Scriptures, to seek for the truths that have been hidden beneath the
rubbish of error. And every ray of light received is to be communicated to
others. One interest will prevail, one subject will swallow up every other"

The Review and
Herald,
December 23,
1890, Be
Zealous and
Repent,
paragraph 19

1) The new light will
be proclaimed from
believers in the
testimony of Jesus
Christ (God's
people).
2) God will not only
give additional new
light but He will
displayed truths in
a framework that
displays their divine
origin.

Agree

Isaiah 30:8

1) To reveal the
new light, write
each of the letters
of the biblical text in
an equally spaced
cell.
2) Create
presentations and
explain to the
masses how the
revealing of the
messages, at the
end of time, is
accomplished.

Agree

"Now go, write it before them in a table, and note it in a book, that it may be
for the time to come for ever and ever:"

Bible Code
Basics

DBell
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End Times New Light Description
Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Reference Description

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

"They are not to make up their minds that the whole truth has been unfolded, Counsels on
Predicting the
and that the Infinite One has no more light for His people."
Sabbath School
Light
Work, page 32
"How are the things of Esau searched out! how are his hidden things sought Obadiah 1:6
Predicting the up!"
Light

The new light will
come after Ellen
White was alive.
The new light will
be revealed by
searching (literally)
the scriptures.

"New light will ever be revealed on the word of God to him who is in living
Counsels on
connection with the Sun of Righteousness. Let no one come to the
Sabbath School
conclusion that there is no more truth to be revealed. The diligent, prayerful Work, page 34
seeker for truth will find precious rays of light yet to shine forth from the word
of God. Many gems are yet scattered that are to be gathered together to
Predicting the become the property of the remnant people of God. But light is not given
Light
simply to be a strength to the church, but to be shed upon those who are in
darkness. The people of God are to show forth the praises of Him who hath
called them out of darkness into His marvelous light. Christ has said of His
people, 'Ye are the light of the world,' and it is the mission of the light to shine
out and illuminate the darkness."

1) New light will
continuously be
revealed until the
end of time.
2) The Remnant
people of God will
believe (possess)
these truths (gems)
and share them
with others on the
earth.

Agree

Agree

God Has Secrets

Bible Code
Basics

DBell

"But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, even the hidden wisdom,
which God ordained before the world unto our glory:"

1 Corinthians
2:7

The new light was
hidden by God
before the world
was created.

"God has been pleased to communicate His truth to the world by human
agencies, and He Himself, by His Holy Spirit, qualified men and enabled
them to do this work. He guided the mind in the selection of what to speak
and what to write. The treasure was entrusted to earthen vessels, yet it is,
nonetheless, from Heaven."

The Great
Controversy,
page vi

The Holy Spirit will
qualify human
beings to spread
the new light.

Agree

Agree

Agree
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End Times New Light Description

Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic
“So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called, but few
chosen.”

Bible Code
Predicted

Bible Code
Predicted

DBell

“Unless those who can help are roused to a sense of their duty, they will not
recognize the work of God when the loud cry of the third angel shall be
heard. When light goes forth to lighten the earth, instead of coming up to the
help of the Lord, they will want to bind about His work to meet their narrow
ideas. Let me tell you that the Lord will work in this last work in a manner
very much out of the common order of things, and in a way that will be
contrary to any human planning. .. The workers will be surprised by the
simple means that he will use to bring about and perfect his work of
righteousness.”

Reference Description

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Matthew 20:16, 1) One way the
Luke 13:30
new light is hidden
is using the atbash
cipher.
2) Another way that
the new light is
uncovered is by
picking a few letters
(out of a larger
group), putting
them together, and
reading the
messages.

Agree

1) The new light will
come in a new,
unusual and simple
way.
2) To understand
that the new light is
from God, one
needs to be
watching and ready
to receive it.

Agree

Special
Testimonies for
Ministers and
Workers.--No.6,
page 59 & 60
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Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Bible Code
Basics

Reference Description

“And all the kings of the north, far and near, one with another, and all the
Jeremiah 25:26
kingdoms of the world, which are upon the face of the earth: and the king of & 51:41
Sheshach shall drink after them."
"How is Sheshach taken! and how is the praise of the whole earth surprised!
how is Babylon become an astonishment among the nations!"

“When divine power is combined with human effort, the work will spread like
fire in the stubble. God will employ agencies whose origin man will be unable
to discern; angels will do a work which men might have had the blessing of
Bible Code accomplishing, had they not neglected to answer the claims of God. The
Predicted, Bible work is now presented to man. Will he take it? There are at the present time
Code Basics many doors unbolted and thrown open to the workers. Will they enter these
doors? Who is ready at the bidding of the Master to say, 'Here am I, Lord,
send me'? The Macedonian cry comes to us in pitiful appeals from all parts
of the world, 'Come over and help us.'”

The Review and
Herald,
December 15,
1885, A
Missionary
Appeal,
paragraph 8

"And I will give thee the treasures of darkness, and hidden riches of secret Isaiah 45:3
places, that thou mayest know that I, the LORD, which call thee by thy name,
am the God of Israel."
Predicting the
Light

DBell

One way the new
light is hidden is by
using the atbash
cipher, where
Babylon is
substituted by the
atbash equivalent
Sheshach.
Word of the new
light will spread
relatively quickly
and excitement will
be generated in a
way that is not
perceptible.

When the new light
is revealed, the
nature of how it
was hidden, will be
evident that only
God could have
hidden the new
light.

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Agree

Agree, and future

Agree
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Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Bible Code
Predicted

Codes About
Bible Codes

Bible Code
Predicted

DBell

“In the manifestation of that power which lightens the earth with the glory of
God, they will see only something which in their blindness they think
dangerous, something which will arouse their fears, and they will brace
themselves to resist it. Because the Lord does not work according to their
ideas and expectations they will oppose the work. ‘Why,’ they say, ‘should
we not know the Spirit of God, when we have been in the work so many
years?’"

Reference Description
The Review and
Herald Extra,
December 23,
1890, Be
Zealous and
Repent,
Paragraph 18

"And I will give power unto my two witnesses, and they shall prophesy a
Revelation 11:3
thousand two hundred and threescore days, clothed in sackcloth." & "The
& The Great
two witnesses represent the Scriptures of the Old and the New Testament." Controversy,
page 267

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Even (so called)
believers will
prepare to resist
the new light
because they will
perceive that it is of
evil origin.

Agree

The old and new
testaments of the
Bible will provide
new, previously
unknown,
prophecies at the
end of time.

Agree

“The third angel’s message will not be comprehended, the light which will
The Review and The new light will
lighten the earth with its glory will be called a false light, by those who refuse Herald, May 27, be called false light
and not of God.
to walk in its advancing glory."
1890, Living
Channels of
Light, paragraph
6

Agree
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End Times New Light Description
Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Reference Description

"The third angel's message reveals the great saving truth for this time. Its
truths are constantly unfolding, and it is God's design that even the children
and youth shall understand intelligently what God requires, that they may
distinguish between righteousness and sin, between obedience and
Predicting the disobedience."
Light

Manuscript
Releases
Volume Nine,
Increasing
Importance of
the Three
Angels'
Messages, page
292

1) The new light will
continue to be
revealed until the
end of time.
2) The new light will
provide clear
doctrines and
religious direction.

“Ministers and doctors may depart from the faith, as the Word declares they
will, and as the messages that God has given His servant declare they will.
Thus believers will be given evidence that the Word of God, the warnings He
has given, are being fulfilled right among us. Some may make light of these
messages, misinterpret them, and say untruthful things, which lead others'
minds astray. Our only hope is in the God of truth. Our Mediator understands
every phase of the matter.”

Manuscript
Releases
Volume Seven,
To Brethren
Assembled at
Council at
Graysville, Tn.,
pages 192 &
193

The new light will
predict events that
will and/or have
transpired.

“...that there was to be special light for God's people as they neared the
closing scenes of this earth's history. Another angel was to come from
heaven with a message, and the whole earth was to be lightened with his
glory. It would be impossible for us to state just how this additional light
would come. It might come in a very unexpected manner, in a way that would
not agree with the ideas that many have conceived. It is not at all unlikely, or
contrary to the ways and works of God, to send light to His people in
unexpected ways.”

Manuscript
The new light may
Releases
come in a very
Volume
unusual way.
Thirteen,
Additional Light
for God's
People, page
334

Bible Code
Predicted

Bible Code
Predicted

DBell

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Agree

Agree

Agree
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End Times New Light Description
Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Reference Description

"God's Spirit has illuminated every page of Holy Writ, but there are those
upon whom it makes but little impression, because it is imperfectly
Predicting the understood. When the shaking comes, by the introduction of false theories,
these surface readers, anchored nowhere, are like shifting sand. They slide
Light
into any position to suit the tenor of their feelings of bitterness."

Manuscript
Releases;
Volume Eleven,
page 206

The new light will
bring new meaning
and/or
understanding out
of each page of the
holy Bible.

"And in a large degree through our publishing houses is to be accomplished
the work of that other angel who comes down from heaven with great power
and who lightens the earth with his glory. [Revelation 18:1] Solemn is the
Predicting the responsibility that rests upon our houses of publication. Those who conduct
Light
these institutions, those who edit the periodicals and prepare the books,
standing as they do in the light of God's purpose, and called to give warning
to the world, are held by God accountable for the souls of their fellow men."

Testimonies for
the Church
Volume Seven,
page 140

A work and/or
works will be
published that will
assist in the
comprehension of
the new light.

"There is yet much precious truth to be revealed to the people in this time of Counsels on
peril and darkness, but it is Satan's determined purpose to prevent the light Sabbath School
of truth from shining into the hearts of men. If we would have the light that Work, page 25
has been provided for us, we should show our desire for it by diligently
God Has Secrets searching the word of God. Precious truths that have long been in obscurity
are to be revealed in a light that will make manifest their sacred worth; for
God will glorify His word, that it may appear in a light in which we have never
before beheld it."
“God will work a work in our day that but few anticipate. He will raise up and
Bible Code exalt among us those who are taught rather by the unction of his Spirit, than
by the outward training of scientific institutions. These facilities are not to be
Predicted,
Predicting the despised or condemned; they are ordained of God, but they can furnish only
the exterior qualifications. God will manifest that he is not dependent on
Light
learned, self-important mortals."
DBell

Testimonies for
the Church
Volume five,
page 82

The new light will
present old truths in
a new way that
their divine origin
will be shown.

The work will be
shown using those
who do not
necessarily have
lofty educational
degrees.

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Agree

Agree, and future

Agree

Agree, and future
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Chapter(s) New Light Attribute and/or Characteristic

Bible Code
Predicted

DBell

Reference Description

Isaiah 29:11-14
"And the vision of all is become unto you as the words of a book that is
sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned, saying, Read this, I pray
thee: and he saith, I cannot; for it is sealed: And the book is delivered to him
that is not learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee: and he saith, I am not
learned. Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me
with their mouth, and with their lips do honor me, but have removed their
heart far from me, and their fear toward me is taught by the precept of men:
Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvelous work among this people,
even a marvelous work and a wonder: for the wisdom of their wise men shall
perish, and the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid."

The work will not
only be shown
through those who
do not necessarily
have lofty
educational
degrees, but will be
displayed by some
in a false way.

Can Be
Applied to
Biblical Codes

Agree, and future
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